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With a sheet of electrodes placed over the brain, people can
quickly learn to move a cursor around a computer screen
using their thoughts. Early trials suggest that this new
procedure could overtake more established brain-computer
interfaces (BCIs).

The two established techniques involve inserting electrodes
into the brain or attaching them onto the scalp. These
approaches have let people control robotic limbs, steer
wheelchairs, type messages and walk in virtual worlds using
thought alone.

BCIs will one day transform the lives of people with
disabilities and neurological disorders affecting their ability to
move or communicate, says neuroscientist Gerwin Schalk at
the Wadsworth Center, New York State Department of
Health, US.

But which method will be best at doing that is still an open
question, he says. "The two established sensor methods have
fundamental problems that I think will be difficult to
overcome."

Degrading signal

Electrodes on the scalp can only detect electrical
waves that have passed through the skull, producing
a weak signal susceptible to interference from mains
electricity and other sources.

Electrodes implanted directly into the brain produce
much clearer signals, but are not well tolerated by the
body. "The brain tries to get rid of [the electrodes] by
covering them with a sheet of tissue," explains
Schalk. "The signal degrades over time."

Schalk and colleagues at Albany Medical College,
Washington University in St Louis, University of
Washington, Seattle, and the University of Wisconsin
at Madison, all US, think a third approach will face
fewer hurdles.

They cover part of the brain's surface with a polymer sheet
containing a grid of electrodes 2 millimetres in diameter and
spaced 10 mm apart, a method called electrocorticography
(ECOG). Such electrode grids are often placed in people with
severe epilepsy to identify the focus of seizures within the
brain.

"These grids are thin like a sheet of paper," says Schalk. "The
electrodes record signals similar to those recorded by
electrodes on the scalp, but with much greater fidelity."

Cursor control

In recent experiments, five patients learned to control a
computer cursor in two dimensions on a computer screen
using their brain signals.

All five acquired this skill in less than 30 minutes, a
performance similar to those achieved using electrodes
implanted directly into the brain, says Schalk. Learning to
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By Lance F
Fri Feb 15 20:35:49 GMT 2008
Some several Years ago I had partly developed a product called the " Mind Gym" which works on the
same principal as stated here.. It was failed by lack of interest by those who evaluated it, including
Virgin Software, and after a personal inteview "in Person" they told me it was an impossible dream...

Just Shows you a Dram can come true.. As I always knew it to be so...

Your article substantiates evey concept I was Trying to develop, it was just a Question of time, before
this was a real concept come true...

I dont feel resent just dissbelief that no-one could follow my logic...

I wonder if they were inspired by my Idea.. What the hell its not about EGO, its about syncronicity of
intent perhaps.. Where I failed others took up the Concept..

Good Luck... I have other untamed impossible ideas that no doubt will also be taken as original
concepts...

Rock on, I am nothing without the existence of other determind minds who will walk that extra mile to
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control a cursor like this using a scalp-recorded methods
takes weeks or months, he adds.

In other studies, the researchers have shown it is possible to
read a person's hand and finger movements from their brain
using these types of electrodes.

Dedicated human trials will require electrode grids designed
to be implanted permanently. Researchers at Washington
University in St. Louis are testing new designs – developed
by colleagues at the University of Wisconsin – in monkeys,
says Schalk.

Invasive approach

If those studies work out, their goal is to seek approval from
the US Food and Drug Administration for human trials.
"Ultimately, these electrode grids could be put in place in a
minimally invasive procedure," Schalk told New Scientist.

"Whether electrocortigraphy will become the prime method of
choice for clinical BCI research is very open," says Klaus-
Robert Müller, who works on scalp-attached EEG brain-
computer interfaces at the Technical University of Berlin,
Germany.

Achieving 2D control of a cursor within 20 minutes is a
significant result, he says, but although simpler than
implanting electrodes into the brain, the approach is still
invasive. "For some patients ECOG may become the method
of choice," says Müller, but he thinks for healthy people a
non-invasive approach like EEG would be best.

Journal reference: Journal of Neural Engineering (DOI:
10.1088/1741-2560/5/1/008)
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develop an idea that exists by Saturation if not plain theft...

Thanks on the behalf of all those like me start an idea that ends in a "working prototype"

Good Luck...:)
REPORT | REPLY

By Lance F
Fri Feb 15 20:51:59 GMT 2008
As above if anyone should care to contact me RE: above Atricle please follow these links..

http://Http://www.myspace.com/cutflowers911

also

http://www.carbonlogic.co.uk/profile/Cutflowers

thanks to all who pursue my thoughts in every avenue of diverse expression...
REPORT | REPLY

By Lance F
Fri Feb 15 20:52:30 GMT 2008
As above if anyone should care to contact me RE: above Atricle please follow these links..

http://Http://www.myspace.com/cutflowers911

also

http://www.carbonlogic.co.uk/profile/Cutflowers

thanks to all who pursue my thoughts in every avenue of diverse expression...
REPORT | REPLY
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